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IG ii 2 1250: A DECREE CONCERNING THE LAMPADEPHOROI
OF THE TRIBE AIANTIS
Our information concerning the gymnasiarchy and the ephebic torch races in Classical
Athens is extremely limited and open to varying interpretation. IG ii2 1250, a decree
involving the lampadephoroi, that is the “torch-bearers” in the ephebic torch-races, of the
tribe Aiantis, is a unique document of the classical period which, with careful handling, has
considerable potential to add to our knowledge of these matters. However, the restoration
and interpretation of this document published in both editions of IG is, in my opinion, most
misleading.1 This paper seeks to reinterpret the document in the light of comparable
inscriptions, and within the context of what is known or can be deduced of the Athenian
ephebate before 335. The second part of this paper examines the inscription in detail, but
first it is necessary to give a brief outline of the nature of the gymnasiarchy and the ephebic
torch races in the classical period. Finally, a prosopographical section is appended.
EPHEBIC TRAINING BEFORE 335
Aristotle on the Ephebeia
The “Aristotelian” Athenaion Politeia (probably composed shortly before 322, the year of
Aristotle’s death) describes the Athenian ephebate as follows. First the boys are enrolled as
citizens at the demes at the age of eighteen, being tested for age, eligibility for citizenship and
legitimacy of birth. Then a sophronistes, who must be aged over forty, is elected for each
tribe, and one kosmetes is elected over the ten sophronistai. Then (42):
(3) sullabÒntew d' otoi toÁw §fÆbouw, pr«ton m¢n tå flerå
peri∞lyon, e‰t' efiw Peirai°a poreÊontai ka‹ frouroËsin ofl m¢n tØn
Mounix¤an ofl d¢ tØn ÉAktÆn. xeirotone› d¢ ka‹ paidotr¤baw aÈto›w
dÊo ka‹ didaskãlouw o·tinew ıplomaxe›n ka‹ tojeÊein ka‹ ékont¤zein
ka‹ katapãlthn éfi°nai didãskousin. d¤dvsi d¢ ka‹ efiw trofØn to›w
m¢n svfronista›w draxmØn aÄ •kãstƒ, to›w d' §fÆboiw t°ttaraw
ÙboloÁw •kãstƒ: tå d¢ t«n fulet«n t«n aÍtoË lambãnvn ı

1 Apart from the publication in IG this inscription seems to have been largely ignored by modern scholarship,

apart from occasional oblique references; for example, O.W. Reinmuth, The Ephebic Inscriptions of the Fourth
Century B.C. (Leiden: 1971) p.18.
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svfronistØw ßkastow égorãzei tå §pitÆdeia pçsin efiw tÚ koinÒn
(sussitoËsi går katå fulãw), ka‹ t«n êllvn §pimele›tai pãntvn.
(4) ka‹ tÚn m¢n pr«ton §niautÚn oÏtvw diãgousi: tÚn d' Ïsteron,
§kklhs¤aw §n t“ yeãtrƒ genom°nhw, épodeijãmenoi t“ dÆmƒ tå per‹
tåw tãjeiw, ka‹ labÒntew ésp¤da ka‹ dÒru parå t∞w pÒlevw,
peripoloËsi tØn x≈ran ka‹ diatr¤bousin §n to›w fulakthr¤oiw. (5)
frouroËsi d¢ tå dÊo ¶th xlamÊdaw ¶xontew, ka‹ étele›w efis‹
pãntvn: ka‹ d¤khn oÎte didÒasin oÎte lambãnousin, ·na mØ
prÒfasiw ¬ toË épi°nai, plØn per‹ klÆrou ka‹ §piklÆrou, kên tini
katå tÚ g°now flervsÊnh g°nhtai. diejelhyÒntvn d¢ t«n duo›n §t«n
≥dh metå t«n êllvn efis¤n.
(3) These gather together the ephebes, and first take them around the sanctuaries, then make their
way to the Peiraios and garrison it, some at Munychia and others at Akte. And the people
also elect two paidotribai (gymnastic trainers) for them and trainers who instruct them in
hoplomachia, archery, javelinry and catapult-shooting. And they also give as trophe
(maintenance) one drachma each for the sophronistai, and four obols each for the ephebes.
Each sophronistes, taking the money for his own tribesmen, buys the provisions for all in
common (for they eat in messes by tribe), and takes care of everything else. (4) And they pass
the first year in this way. In the second year there is an assembly in the theatre and they display
to the people their drill, and, receiving a shield and a spear from the state, they patrol
(peripolousi) the chora (countryside) and spend their time in the guard-posts. (5) These two
years they spend in garrisons, wearing cloaks; and they are free of all taxes; nor can they take
out or defend law-suits, in order that there may not be any cause for being absent, except
concerning an inheritance or an heiress, or if anyone has succeeded to any priesthood through
his family. When the two years are completed they join the others (citizens).
The passage represents the situation at the time of its composition, but it is generally
accepted that the ephebate had been reformed after the disastrous battle of Chaironeia in 338,
a reform generally attributed2 to Epikrates, whom Harpocration (s.v. ÉEpikrãthw)
mentions as having moved “a law concerning the ephebate”. Epikrates was an associate of
Lykourgos, the reforming Athenian politician who came to prominence in the years after
Chaironeia. On the basis of the series of ephebic inscriptions, which seemingly commence
only as a consequence of the reform, Wilamowitz was able to fix the first year-class of the
reformed institution at 334/3, and, as these were ephebes in their second year of service, the
year of the reform as 335, which has now been generally accepted.3

2 U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Aristoteles und Athen i (Berlin: 1893) p.194.
3 Wilamowitz, ibid. pp. 193-194; cf. Ch. Pélékidis, Histoire de l'éphébie attique, des origines à 31 avant

Jésus-Christ (Paris: 1962) pp.11-12.
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Xenophon on the Ephebeia
In the Poroi (written c.355)4 Xenophon advances suggestions as to how the state might
increase its revenues, principally by expanding the output of, and therefore the revenues
from, the Laurion silver-mines. After outlining his schemes he continues (4):
(51) praxy°ntvn ge mØn œn e‡rhka sÊmfhm‹ §g∆ oÈ mÒnon ín
xrÆmasin eÈporvt°ran tØn pÒlin e‰nai, éllå ka‹ eÈpeiyest°ran ka‹
eÈtaktot°ran ka‹ eÈpolemvt°ran gen°syai. (52) o· te går taxy°ntew
gumnãzesyai polÁ ín §pimel°steron toËto prãttoien §n to›w
gumnas¤oiw tØn trofØn épolambãnontew ple¤v µ §n ta›w lampãsi
gumnasiarxoÊmenoi: o· te froure›n §n to›w frour¤oiw o· te
peltãzein ka‹ peripole›n tØn x≈ran pãnta taËta mçllon ín
prãttoien, §f' •kãstoiw t«n ¶rgvn t∞w trof∞w épodidom°nhw.
(51) If the things which I have spoken of really are indeed brought into effect, I affirm that not
only would the polis be better resourced with this wealth, but that it will also become more
obedient, more disciplined, and more successful in war. (52) For those assigned to practise
gymnastic exercises will carry this out much more carefully in the gymnasia, taking their
trophe in full than while they are under the supervision of the gymnasiarchs in the torch-races;
while those assigned to garrison-duty in the garrisons and those serving as peltasts patrolling
the countryside will carry out more of all these things, if trophe is given out to each one for his
labours.
This passage can hardly be referring to anything other than the ephebate since only the
ephebes, at any period in Athenian history, were “ordered” to train in the gymnasia (o·
taxy°ntew gumnãzesyai).5 Furthermore, it is highly significant that Xenophon speaks of
providing trophe, that is victuals, or more loosely maintenance, to those on garrison-duty or
serving as peltasts. If these had been mercenary troops, then Xenophon would have talked of
either misthos (pay) or sitos (rations or ration-money). Therefore they must be citizens.6 It
should be noted that AP also talks of money which was provided for trophe for the ephebes
after 335.
The implication is that, at the time of writing, the ephebes did not carry out any systematic
programme of training in the gymnasia because trophe was not provided for them on a
regular basis, but rather on the whim of the gymnasiarch. Thus the athletic training of the

4 E.C. Marchant, Xenophon, Scripta Minora (Loeb edition, London: 1925) pp.xxv-xxviii.
5 P. Gauthier, Un commentaire historique des Poroi de Xénophon (Geneva & Paris: 1976) p.192.
6 Cf. J.O. Lofberg, CP 20 (1925) p.331; J. Ober, Fortress Attica: defence of the Athenian land frontier, 404-

322 BC (Leiden: 1985) p.93 n.17.
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ephebes was suffering because it was under-resourced, and consequently was only carried
out intermittently throughout the year. Xenophon is writing his pamphlet in order to suggest
ways the state can improve its finances in order to provide funds to improve the standard of
ephebic training in the gymnasia.
The Two Years of the Ephebeia
It is important to note that Xenophon distinguishes between those training in the gymnasia
with those on garrison-duty or on patrol. He is clearly talking of two groups of ephebes. By
analogy with the Athenaion Politeia, which tells us that the ephebes spent their first year in
the gymnasia and their second in the forts, we can assume that Xenophon is contrasting the
first and the second year of ephebic service. After 335 the ephebes spent their first year in
the Peiraios undergoing basic training, both physical in the gymnasia under the paidotribai
and in most branches of military training under instructors in hoplomachia, archery,
javelinry, and catapult-shooting. Only in their second year do they go out to serve in the
garrisons. Before 335, it seems, ephebic training was similarly divided into two years. In
the first the ephebes train in the gymnasia, while in the second they carry out garrison-duty
in the garrisons and serve as peltasts and patrol the countryside. Xenophon contrasts not
only “those assigned to practise gymnastic exercises” with those in the second year of
training but also in the second year of training “those on garrison duty in the garrisons” with
“those serving as peltasts patrolling the countryside” (o· te froure›n §n to›w frour¤oiw o·
te peltãzein ka‹ peripole›n tØn x≈ran). The implication of this passage, emphasised in
particular by the use of a repeated o· te construction, is surely that Xenophon is talking of
two separate groups of people. It seems, therefore, that before 335 the ephebes in their
second year of training either performed garrison-duty in the garrisons or performed peltastduty patrolling the countryside.7
This passage needs to be contrasted with the corresponding one at AP 43.4 5, where in
their second year, after receiving a hoplite shield and spear from the state, the ephebes
perform both functions (peripoloËsi tØn x≈ran ka‹ diatr¤bousin §n to›w
fulakthr¤oiw. frouroËsi d¢ tå dÊo ¶th): presumably after 335, since all ephebes
received a hoplite spear and shield from the state, all were equipped and could train as

7 Cf. Gauthier, op.cit. p.193, who misinterprets this passage to mean that all ephebes performed peltast-duty,

and compounds the assumption in Pierre Vidal-Naquet, ‘The Black Hunter and the Origin of the Athenian
Ephebeia’ in The Black Hunter (trans. Szegedy-Maszak) (Baltimore & London: 1986) pp. 106-128, that the
ephebe is an “anti-hoplite”. Both fail to recognize the change in practice between the system described by
Xenophon and the post-335 system.
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hoplites in their second year. A little earlier in the Poroi (4.47), when discussing the
defensibility of the Laurion mining district, Xenophon suggests that if the number of the
invaders is small they will be defeated by the cavalry and the “peripoloi”. He presumably
has the same troops in mind whom he later describes as o· te (taxy°ntew) peltãzein
ka‹ peripole›n tØn x≈ran. I suggest that before 335, in the second year of training, those
who could afford to provide their own hoplite equipment served as hoplites manning the
border-forts of Attica, while those who could not equipped themselves as peltasts and
patrolled the countryside. I further suggest that it was these latter troops who were called
peripoloi.
However, for the purposes of this paper, it is the first year of ephebic service with which
we are concerned, the nature of which is outlined below.
The Three Ephebic Torch-Races
Torch-races are mentioned in inscriptions (mostly ephebic of the Hellenistic and Roman
periods) at the Panathenaia, the festivals of Prometheus, Hephaistos, Pan, Bendis, Hermes,
and Theseus, and the festival in honour of the dead.8 Before 335, however, it seems that the
ephebes competed in only three. Our principal information for this is the indirect evidence
that the liturgy of the gymnasiarchy is only mentioned by the forensic orators and by other
sources in connection with the festivals of Prometheus, Hephaistos and Pan. It is only
stated directly in late glosses, such as that on the Attic festival of Gamelia contained in the
Schol. Patm. on Demosthenes, Against Euboulides 43:9
ka‹ otoi (t«n mellÒntvn game›n) ≥gonto Lampadodrom¤an tØn •ortØn
t“ te Promhye› ka‹ t“ ÑHfa¤stƒ ka‹ t“ Pan‹ toËton tÚn trÒpon. ofl
¶fhboi, éleicãmenoi parå toË gumnasiãrxou, katå diadoxØn tr°xontew
¥ptonto tÚn bvmÒn: ka‹ ı pr«tow ëcaw §n¤ka, ka‹ ≤ toÊtou fulÆ.
And they (those about to marry) would celebrate a torch-Race in the festival in honour of
Prometheus and Hephaistos and Pan in this fashion. The ephebes, supplied with oil coming
from the gymnasiarch, used to run in relays and touch the altar; and the first of them who
touched it won, and so did his tribe.
A second gloss, derived from the same ultimate source, confirms the information
contained in the Schol. Patm., though in a more garbled form. 10

8 Cf. J.G. Frazer, Pausanias’s Description of Greece ii (London: 1913) pp.391-393.
9 Sakkélion, BCH 1(1877) p.11.
10 I. Bekker, Anecdota Graeca i (Berlin: 1814) p.228.
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Gumnas¤arxoi: ofl êrxontew t«n lampododrom¤vn efiw tØn •ortØn toË
Promhy°vw ka‹ toË ÑHfa¤stou ka‹ toË PanÒw, Íf’ œn ofl ¶fhboi
éleifÒmenoi katå diadoxØn tr°xontew ∏pton tÚn bvmÒn.
Gymnasiarchs: Those officiating over the torch-races with regard to the festivals of
Prometheus, Hephaistos and Pan, by whom the ephebes were supplied with oil, as they,
running in relays, touched the altar.
Other sources give the three festivals at which the torch races took place as the the
Panathenaia, the Hephaistia and the Prometheia. Thus Harpokration (s.v.):
Lampãw: (....) tre›w êgousin ÉAyhna›oi •ortåw lampãdow, Panayhna¤oiw
ka‹ ÑHfaist¤oiw ka‹ Promhye¤oiw, …w Pol°mvn fhs‹n §n t“ per‹ t«n §n
to›w propula¤oiw pinãkvn.
Torch-race: .... The Athenians hold three torch-festivals, at the Panathenaia, the Hephaistia and
the Prometheia, as Polemon says in his On the Paintings in the Propylaia.
Numerous other minor sources11 follow Harpokration and his source Polemon in giving
these three festivals to the exclusion of the festival for Pan. Herodotos (6.105.3), however,
tells us that, following the epiphany of Pan to the Athenian courier Pheidippides near Tegea,
the Athenians dedicated a shrine to him beneath the Acropolis and “they appease him with
annual sacrifice and a torch-race” (yus¤˙s¤ te §pete¤oisi ka‹ lampãdi fllãskontai). The
simplest way to reconcile these two divergent traditions is to assume that the annual torchrace to propitiate Pan took place during the Panathenaic festival, and that the two races are
the same. It is perhaps significant that the shrine of Pan was established in a cave beneath
the Acropolis, sacred to Athena. A reference to torch races in Photios (Lexicon s.v. lampãw:
ég∆n ÉAyÆnhsi Pan‹ ka‹ Promhye› égÒmenow) mentions the races held in honour of Pan
and of Prometheus, but not the Hephaistia.
Relay- and Non Relay-Races
The two glosses given above imply that all three ephebic torch-races were relay-races, but
information from Aristophanes’ Frogs, performed in 405, indicates that all ephebes ran in
the Panathenaic torch-race.
It seems that the race started in the Kerameikos (v.131); indeed, the scholia to this
passage and to v.1087 indicate that all three torch-races started there (lampadhdrom¤ai d¢
g¤nontai tre›w §n t“ Kerameik“, ÉAyhnçw, ÑHfa¤stou, Promhy°vw).
11 Schol. Aristoph. Frogs 131 & 1087; Schol. Aristoph. Wasps 1203; Suda, s.v. Lampãdow; Bekker, op.cit. i

p.277, s.v. lampãw ka‹ lampadhfÒroi.
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Later (vv. 1087-1088) Aristophanes informs us that “from lack of athletic training nobody is
able any longer now to carry the torch” (lampãda d’ oÈde‹w oÂÒw te f°rein Íp’
égumnas¤aw ¶ti nun¤). He continues to describe how a laggard in the race, who has run into
difficulties, is physically tormented by the people living in Kerameikos.
This passage makes little sense unless these torch-races were a compulsory part of
ephebic training, in which all ephebes took part. It is hard to see why anyone in poor
physical condition would take part in the race unless it was compulsory. It is likewise hard
to see how anyone in such poor physical condition would have been selected to run in a
tribal relay-team. Furthermore the people of Kerameikos would have hardly felt free to beat
a competitor who had fallen behind unless he were an ephebe who had failed to meet the
requirements of his physical training. This passage might also be taken to suggest,
incidentally, that it was difficult to be excused from ephebic training on the grounds of
physical condition, and that only a very small percentage of young men managed to avoid
participating in the ephebeia. Finally it is interesting to note that Aristophanes is suggesting
that in 405 the ephebes were receiving insufficient physical training. It is clear that
Xenophon considers the situation to be similarly unsatisfactory in 355. It is possible that
Aristophanes is making reference to temporary difficulties in the system caused by the public
and private financial difficulties induced by the final stages of the Peloponnesian War.
In fact it seems that only the torch-race at the Hephaistia was traditionally a relay-race for,
when discussing the Persian messenger system, Herodotos (8.98.2) compares the way the
messages are conveyed from hand to hand to the torch-race to Hephaistos celebrated among
the Greeks (katã
per
ÜEllhsi
≤
lampadhfor¤h
tØn
t“
ÑHfa¤stƒ
§pitel°ousi).12 In the torch-race in the Hephaistia one supposes that ten teams, one for
each tribe, would race against each other, and the ephebes of one tribe, rather than a single
individual, would win. It is difficult to see why Herodotos, writing for an Athenian
audience, would have singled out the torch-race of the Hephaistia to use as his comparison if
all races had been relay-races at this period. Furthermore, an interesting inscription from
Rhamnous,13 dating to 333/2, set up by two gymnasiarchs from the tribe Erechtheis, lists
some 48 lampadephoroi of the same tribe who had been victorious in the torch races.
Unfortunately the inscription nowhere states which torch-races, and various possibilities

12 Cf. e.g. Aischylos, Ag. 312 for these torch relay-races. Plato (Laws 6.776b) and Lucretius (2.79) both

compare the passing on of life from generation to generation to a torch-race.
13 IG ii2 3019; J. Pouilloux, La Forteresse de Rhamnonte (Paris: 1954) 111 no.2 bis and Reinmuth, op.cit.

no. 13 pp.51-55.
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have been suggested. The fact that 48 victors in a torch-race are listed in this inscription is
surely significant. There can be little doubt that the inscription lists a single age-class of the
eighteen year-olds of the tribe Erechtheis who had been victorious in one (possibly two, if
the fact that the inscription was set up by two gymnasiarchs is anything to go by) of the relay
torch-races. We might compare this number of 48 with the various numbers of nineteen
year-olds listed in the ephebic catalogues after 335: 65 from Kekropis (332/1), 62 from
Leontis (324/3), c.56 from Oineis (330/29), 52 from Kekropis (333/2), c.44 from Leontis
(333/2) and c.42 from Kekropis (334/3).14
Therefore I believe it is safe to assume that, before 335 at least, the ephebes regularly
participated in only three torch races, and of these only that at the Hephaistia is certainly
known to have been a relay-race.
The Election of Gymnasiarchs
Before 335 service as a gymnasiarch was one of the three recurring tribal liturgies; after
that date, though the evidence is far from clear, it seems that the gymnasiarchy became a state
magistracy.15 A late gloss informs us that each tribe elected only one gymnasiarch for the
whole year:16
Gumnas¤arxow: kay’ ßkaston §niautÚn gumnas¤arxow eÂw §j •kãsthw
ful∞w §xeirotone›to.
Gymnasiarch: every year one gymnasiarch used to be elected from each tribe.
In fact it seems that our scholiast is mistaken, for it is clear that a gymnasiarch was
appointed one for each tribe for a single festival only. Isaios (7.36) informs us that one
Apollodoros acted as gymnasiarch at the Prometheia, probably in the late 350s or early 340s,
and he calls upon his tribesmen to state this. This passage can be taken as evidence that the
gymnasiarchs were selected from the same tribe to which the ephebes belonged, and it is
supported by a number of inscriptions dating to this period in which gynmasiarchs are
honoured by their own tribesmen.17 Thus three served for each tribe each year.
Demosthenes, Against Leptines (written c.355) 21 asks: “How many are there that annually

14 See M.H. Hansen, Three Studies in Athenian Demography (Copenhagen: 1988) p.4, who also lists the 48

from Erechtheis for 333/2.
15 See e.g. Kirchner ad IG ii2 3206.
16 Schol. Patm. on Dem. 4.36 = Sakkélion, BCH 1(1877) p.11.
17 For example, IG ii2 3019, 3023, 3201.
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perform the recurring liturgies, choregoi and gymnasiarchoi and hestiatores? Perhaps sixty in
all, or a trifle more”. Thirty would be required to serve as gymnasiarchs alone.18
Unfortunately we have no specific information as to how gymnasiarchs were elected to
office, but I feel it is safe to presume that they were proposed before, and elected by, the
tribal assemblies. Demosthenes 39.7 (possibly delivered c.348) informs us that members of
the tribe nominate the choregos, the gymnasiarchos and the hestiator; presumably this took
place at the tribal assembly. He then goes on to tell us (39.7 8) that an archon or some other
magistrate would summon the person elected, and that if the person elected does not obey
the summons or perform the liturgy he is liable to suffer the penalties provided by the laws.
In his own defence speech Andokides (1.132) tells us that his accusers, Kallias’ partners,
proposed (probãllonto) him to perform liturgies, first as gymnasiarch in the Hephaistia.
Andokides does not, unfortunately, specify which of his accusers proposed him for service,
but it is quite probable that he was one of Andokides’ relatives, and therefore a fellow
tribesman. Therefore I feel it is safe to presume that the gymnasiarchs were nominated and
elected annually at the tribal assemblies.
The Duties of the Gymnasiarch
The gymnasiarch was responsible for training the team of ephebic torch-bearers who ran
in one of the three races. It would seem that he was responsible not only for “providing the
oil” necessary for training but also, as indicated by the passage in Xenophon’s Poroi (see
above), for the trophe for the ephebes on the days that they trained. This is clearly indicated
in a passage in the Athenaion Politeia written by an Athenian called Xenophon19 (c.445 425)
which tells us that “It is the wealthy who serve as gymnasiarchs... At any rate the people
think themselves worthy of taking money... for running” (gumnasiarxoËsin ofl ploÊsioi...
éjio› oÔn érgÊrion lambãnein ı d∞mow... tr°xvn). Clearly the ephebes are taking their
trophe in the form of pay.
The more days the ephebes trained together, obviously, the more chance they had of
winning the torch-race. Thus Lysias 21.3 (delivered in 403/2) tells us of a gymnasiarch

18 On this passage see J.K. Davies, JHS 87 (1967) pp.31-40.
19 The author is called “Xenophon the Rhetor” in the manuscripts existing. Xenophon son of Gryllos would

never have termed himself a rhetor, so it is obvious that the pamphlet was written by another Athenian called
Xenophon, but has been mistakenly inserted into a collection of works by his more famous namesake during
the Hellenistic period. The only problem is with which of the several Xenophons known from the third
quarter of the fifth century “Xenophon the Rhetor” should be identified. The habit of referring to Xenophon
the Rhetor as “The Old Oligarch” is both unnecessary and misleading.
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appointed for the Prometheia who won after spending twelve minae. There are a hundred
drachmas in a mina, and six obols to a drachma, therefore this gymnasiarch spent 7,200
obols on trophe for the ephebes of his tribe. Assuming that he spent four obols on each
ephebe, the amount which AP 42.3 tells us was provided to the sophronistes after 335 for
each ephebe, and that there were 50 ephebes in the year-class for that tribe, this would
provide trophe for some 36 days of athletic training. There is no indication in any of our
texts that the gymnasiarch received any money from either the state or the tribe to fulfil his
duties, nor, indeed, would one expect anyone performing a festival-liturgy to receive any.
However, the situation may have changed between 355, when Xenophon wrote the
Poroi, and 335, when the system was reformed by Epikrates. In chapter 36 of his First
Philippic (delivered in 351) Demosthenes, wishing to contrast how poorly military
expeditions are organized when compared with other public affairs, tells us that as concerns
the liturgies all is ordained by (a) law (nÒmƒ). Everyone, he continues, knows in advance
who of the many is to be the choregos or gymnasiarch for the tribe, when, from whom and
what he is to receive, and what it is necessary for him to do (pÒte ka‹ parå toË ka‹ t¤
labÒnta t¤ de› poie›n). This could perhaps be taken to indicate that, at least at the time of
writing, the gymnasiarch was not responsible for the provision out of his own wealth of all
the maintenance necessary to carry out the athletic training. Rather he may have been
provided with some funds to provide trophe for the ephebes, as the sophronistes for each
tribe did after the reform of 335.
Summary
The following picture emerges from the evidence. Before 335 the Athenian ephebate
lasted two years. In the first year training consisted simply of athletic training for the three
annual torch races. Of these three it would seem that only the torch-race for the Hephaistia
was a relay-race, for which a team of ephebes would be selected from the ephebes of each
tribe, while all ephebes would have to run in the other two. It should be noted that if firstyear ephebic training consisted of training in the gymnasia only, and if attendance was
actually compulsory only when the ephebes were training to compete in the three annual
torch-races, then an ephebe in his first year would be free for a considerable proportion of
the year. The second year would consist of military training, either in the garrisons if the
ephebe was wealthy enough to provide his own hoplite equipment, or patrolling the
countryside in the peripoloi, equipped as a peltast, if he was not.
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THE INSCRIPTION
The Stone
The inscription is carved on Hymettian marble, probably from “behind the Royal Gardens
in Athens”, and is now in the Epigraphical Museum (EM 7840). It is non-stoichedon; its
letter style probably points to a date in the 350s or 340s20 – see Plate IV. Originally these
letters were picked out in red paint, which is still preserved in numerous places. The
inscription is now set in a plaster base which prevents certainty as to whether the bottom of
the stone as preserved represents the original base of the monument. However, since there
is a blank space beneath the last line it can be stated with near-certainty that no lines of the
original inscription are missing at the bottom. The top of the stone, preserved at a maximum
height of c.51 cm. above the base, is certainly damaged however, and there would have been
enough space on the original surface for at least a couple more lines of inscription. Only the
extreme left-hand portion of the inscription is preserved, some 18 cm. wide at the bottom,
and 23 cm. across at its widest point. Though damaged in places, the left-hand front corner
of the monument is preserved, the left-hand edge is worked but is anepigraphic, while the
left-hand rear corner is tooled but the back is left rough. The stone is extremely thick, some
35 cm. from front to back (cf. IG ii2 1155 at 34 cm.), which has led to it being described as
a “Basis” in both editions of IG. The normal thickness of a stele is about 10 cm. or less, so
it is probable that the monument acted as a plinth of some sort, but there is no mention of a
statue or any other monument in the inscription.
Previous Interpretation
As restored by Koehler in 1877 as CIA ii 606, reproduced with very minor alterations by
Kirchner in 1916 as IG ii2 1250, the text is interpreted as a decree passed by the
lampadephoroi of the tribe Aiantis commending their gymnasiarch and crowning him with a
wreath, and resolving to inscribe this decree along with the names of the lampadephoroi.
Beneath comes a list of ten names on the left, and a further three names on the right. I now
give Koehler’s and Kirchner’s text, followed by a translation of their text:

20 Thus Koehier: “Titulum medio saeculo quarto non multo esse recentiorem vel ex nominum ratione

conicias”.
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Xenophon proposed: it has [been resolved] by the lampadephoroi
[of the tribe of Aiantis] to comme[nd ---------------------------]
the gynmasiarch, [and to crown him with a wreath of olive]
because he is a good man [concerning the lampadephoroi and
the Aiantid tribe a[nd -----------------------------------------those]
attending whenever t[he ---------------------------and to inscribe]
this resolution [ -------------------------------------------------------]
???? for/by the tribes [men ------------------------------the names]
of the lampade[phoroi].
The Lampadephoroi:
Aristyllos
Epis[tratos]
Xenokleides
Chreme[s]
Kalliades
Rhamno[usio-?]
Xenopeithes
Pythis
Python
Euthymachos
Mnesikleides
Demetrios
Ktesikles
I assume that Koehler arrived at his restoration by comparison with inscriptions such as
IG ii2 1178, a decree of the deme Ikarion, which has many similar elements; namely, an
e‰pen clause, followed by §chf¤syai ÉIkareËsin, then an §pain°sai clause with
the name of the honorand, and then by the formula ka‹ stefan«sai kittØ
stefãnvi. There are, however, significant problems, not only with the details of this current
restoration but also, more importantly, with its basic assumptions. It is scarcely credible to
believe that an assembly of thirteen 18-year olds would have moved a decree to be recorded
on stone in this way. Furthermore, the name of the lampadephoros who is supposed to have
moved the proposal, one Xenophon, does not appear in the list of lampadephoroi appended
to the bottom of the inscription. At a more detailed level, the restoration entails 49 letters in
line 1, 44 in line 3 and 48 in line 4. This is a very wide range, even for a non-stoichedon
inscription.
The Reinterpretation
I suggest that, in fact, the inscription should be restored as a decree of the tribe Aiantis,
passed in honour of a gymnasiarch who had won a victory in the torch-races, and listing the
lampadephoroi of the tribe who were victorious in the race.
Honorary decrees moved by tribal assemblies are not numerous, but sufficient have been
preserved to demonstrate that they generally follow a standard formulaic pattern, not
dissimilar to that of decrees of the Athenian demos. A number of decrees passed by tribal
assemblies have been preserved and are published as IG ii2 1138-1171. The first one dates,
perhaps significantly, to shortly after 403/2. The series starts to peter out in the third
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century, and a single inscription only (1171) is dateable to the second century by its letterforms. I shall principally use these inscriptions in the restoration of our inscription, in
conjunction with others, mostly tribal too, passed to honour gymnasiarchs.
Of this series of inscriptions recording decrees passed by tribal assemblies, perhaps the
closest to our inscription in its formulaic layout is IG ii2 1147 (first half of the fourth
century), the text of which I give below.
[y
e]
o[
¤].
[...5..m]axow e‰pen: §peidØ kal«w
[§xo]rÆghsen Saur¤a[w] Puyog°nou[w La]mptreÁw ka‹ §n¤k[h]sen t∞i ÉEr[exyh]˝di ful∞i ka‹ tå[w ê]llaw lhi[torg]¤aw kal«w lhito[rg]e›: dedÒx[yai t]o›w ful°taiw, §[pai]n°sai aÈ[tÚn k]a‹ stefan«sai [yall]oË stef[ãnvi k]a‹.......... ktl.
Following a prescript, the inscription has an e‰pen clause with the name of the mover of
the decree, then a rather long §peidÆ clause stating why the honorand is to be honoured, then
an §pain°sai clause with the name of the honorand, together with the formula ka‹
stefan«sai yalloË stefãnvi. I suggest that ii2 1250 should be restored with the same
formulaic clauses. I give a letter-count, together with a bracketed iota-count, at the righthand side of the text; a photograph of the stone is reproduced as Plate IV.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

[Y
e
o
¤].
c.12-13
[ÖEdojen t∞i Afiant¤di ful∞i. ÉEp‹......
......êrxontow]
[Xe]nof«n e‰pen: §[peidØ §n¤ka tå ÑHfa¤stia to›w lampadh]
[fÒ]roiw, §pain°[sai ÉEp¤s(?traton) TrempÒnou ÑRamnoÊsion]
[t]Ún gumnas¤arxo[n ka‹ stefan«sai aÈtÚn yalloË stefã]
nvi ˜ti §st‹n énØr [égayÚw d¢ ka‹ filÒtimow ée‹ per‹ tØn]
Afiant¤da fulØn e[Èno¤aw ßneka ka‹ éret∞w t∞w prÚw toÁw]
foit«ntaw ˜tan o[fl nean¤skoi gumnãzvntai. énagrãcai d¢]
tÒde tÚ cÆfisma e[fiw d¢ tØn stÆlhn doËnai t«i gumnasiãr]
xØnti to›w ful°t[aiw ˜ti ín dÒjei. énagrãcai d¢ tå ÙnÒma]
ta t«n lampadh[fÒrvn].
LampadhfÒroi:

c.45-6(6+)
44(6)
44(5)
44(3)
45(8)
45(4)
46(6)
45(5)
45(6)
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13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

ÉAr¤stullow
Jenokle¤dhw
Kalliãdhw
Jenope¤yhw
PËyiw
PÊyvn
EÈyÊmaxow
Mnhsikle¤dhw
DhmÆtriow
Kthsikl∞w
(vacat)
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ÉEp¤s[?tratow]
Tremp[Ònow]
ÑRamno[Êsiow]
(vacat)

[Gods!]
[Resolved by the Aiantid tribe. In the archonship of ...........]
Xenophon proposed: s[ince he won the Hephaistia for the lampadephoroi]
to comme[nd Epis(?tratos), son of Trempon the Rhamnousian,]
the gymnasiarch, [and to crown him with a wreath of olive]
because he is a good man [and always public-spirited towards the]
Aiantid tribe b[ecause of his kindness and goodness towards]
those regularly attending whenever t[he young men train in the
gymnasium, and to inscribe]
this decree, [to give for the stele to him serving as gymnasiar]
ch for the tribes[men whatever may be resolved, and to inscribe the names]
of the lampade[phoroi].
The Lampadephoroi:
Aristyllos,
Epis[?tratos]
Xenoldeides,
son of Tremp[on]
Kalliades,
the Rhamno[usian]
Xenopeithes
Pythis
Python
Euthymachos
Mnesikleides
Demetrios
Ktesikles
I should stress that I do not regard this restoration as certain; as an ancient historian rather
than an epigraphist it is sufficient for me if the general outline of the character of the
inscription, outlined in the paragraph above, is accepted. However, in order for these
conclusions to be judged possible an attempt to restore the text as one thinks it might have
run is necessary, and I hope to persuade the reader that the original would probably have had
approximately similar contents. In my opinion only line 4 of Koehler’s reconstruction
should be retained: ka‹ stefan«sai aÈtÚn yalloË stefãnvi (“and to crown him
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with a wreath of olive”); so very common a phrase as to make this reconstruction virtually
certain. This gives us, incidentally, a standard line length of approximately 44 with which to
work. As the letter iota appears only three times in this line, we should perhaps be working
within a range of line-lengths from 44 minimum to perhaps 46 maximum letters. The
photograph of the stone clearly shows that, although the inscription is non-stoichedon, the
letters are very evenly spaced.
The Opening Formulae (Lines 1-2)
In line with the text given above, I have firstly restored [Yeo¤] to the top of our
inscription, spaced along the line as was normal. This invocation to the gods, presumably
associated with sacrifices made by the assembly before business,21 is common in all manner
of Athenian inscriptions. The earliest of the tribal honorary decrees, dating from the first
years of the fourth century, always commence with the formula ÖEdojen t∞i... ful∞i
before the e‰pen clause proposing the decree, and this remains standard down to the end of
the century (e.g. IG ii2 1138-1141, 1145, 1151, 1153 and 1160). By the middle of the
century, it seems, a dedÒxyai to›w ful°ta›w clause within the body of the text (1147,
1159), occasionally §chf¤syai to›w ful°ta›w (1157), sometimes replaces the
¶dojen, which continues to be a practice into the third century (1163). Furthermore, in two
examples, one of 386/5 (1140), the other of 376/5 (1141), the initial clause is accompanied
by the archon date.
Thus it seems wise to restore a second line, within the range of c.44-45 letters, containing
both an ¶dojen clause and an archon date, as I have done. It should be noted, however, that
in one tribal decree (1146), though not honorary, it would appear that all such formulae are
omitted, so the restoration of this line in its entirety is not absolutely certain. I have made no
attempt to restore the archon name.
The E‰pen Clause (Line 3)
The next three lines have been restored as an e‰pen clause, followed by an §peidÆ
clause and then an §pain°sai clause. This is closely parallel to, and presumably derived
from, the standardized pattern developed for state honorary decrees during the fourth

21 A.G. Woodhead, The Study of Greek Inscriptions2 (Cambridge: 1981) p.39.
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century.22 The name of the orator moving the proposal, Xenophon, is given without
patronymic or demotic, which, though hardly ever the case with regard to state decrees,23
appears to have been normal, and in fact standard, in tribal decrees during the fourth century
(IG ii2 1138, 1139, 1140 etc.). The full name with patronymic and demotic first appears in a
tribal inscription of 376/5 (IG ii2 1141), and thereafter the two forms alternate throughout
the rest of the fourth century, the full version of the name seemingly becoming standard by
the third century (e.g. IG ii2 1166, 1167 and 1169).
Next I examine the list of lampadephoroi. In the current restoration of the bottom half of
the inscription is a list of thirteen names, in one column of ten with a space beneath and a
second column of apparently three names.
The Name of the Honorand (Lines 13-15 left)
Certain features of this second column of three apparent names raise the suspicion that
they should be treated differently from the first column often names. The final name in the
second column is left uncompleted as ÑRamno[Êsio-]. Furthermore no comparable name is
recorded anywhere else in Attic prosopography. Clearly, as we are dealing with an
inscription of the tribe Aiantis, which comprised the demes of Aphidna, Marathon, Oinoe,
Phaleron, Rhamnous and Trikorynthos, this line should be restored as the demotic
ÑRamno[Êsoiw], the preceding line should be restored as a patronymic and the three lines in
this column should be read together as the name of a single individual. I suggest that this
must be the gymnasiarch being honoured in the main body of the text. It is quite common in
Athenian honorific inscriptions of this type for the name of the honorand to be entered
below the inscription, frequently, though not always, within a wreath.24
This interpretation is supported by the fact that these three lines are executed in a
perceptibly different hand, and generally in a less careful manner, from the rest of the
inscription. The epsilon has a much shorter central bar than elsewhere, the top and bottom
bars of the sigma are almost straight, whereas elsewhere they are much more angled. I
suggest that the name of the gymnasiarch was added as an afterthought, after the monument
had been erected, by another mason. If this monument is indeed a base, then the name of the

22 Cf. A.S. Henry, Honours and Privileges in Athenian Decrees (Hildesheim: 1983) pp.7ff.
23 Cf. A.S. Henry, The Prescripts of Athenian Decrees (Leiden: 1971) p.61.
24 For example: with wreath IG ii2 1203, 1227, 1228, 1235, 1262, 1263 etc.; 1277 has four names, all

crowned in the inscription, but all without wreaths.
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honorand may have been inscribed after the erection of the stele with the statue or other
monument on top. The difficulties of working in this position may explain the poor quality
of the workmanship.
It will also be observed that the name of the honorand does not stand in the middle of the
stele, as one would expect. Therefore, I think one may have to conclude that the right-hand
side of the stele did contain something in its original state, which forced the mason to enter
the name of the honorand off-centre. This need not necessarily have been a postscript to the
inscription or a further list of names. It could, for example, have been a carved olivewreath,25 not wide enough to accommodate a later addition of the name of the honorand, but
wide enough to shift his name away from the centre. Some other form of representation may
also have been carved there.
The first name of the gymnasiarch can be restored in a number of possible ways, as
ÉEp¤s[tratow],
ÉEpis[tÆmvn],
ÉEpis[tãthw],
or
as
ÉEpis[t°nhw]
(for
discussion see Prosopographia below). Kirchner chose to restore Epistratos, which is the
commonest of these names, in IG ii2 1250, and, although Epistemon seems equally
possible, this name has been retained in the present restoration.
Restoration of the patronymic is similarly uncertain and more difficult since the surface of
the monument has been damaged in this area and the reading of the letters is uncertain. The
second two letters are clearly epsilon and mu, severely limiting the range of possibilities for
the first two letters. Koehler read upsilon and eta for the first two, making restoration of a
credible name impossible, and a further epsilon as letter five. In order to restore a credible
name, Hiller von Gaetringen, who saw a rho in the second letter, suggested a chi for the first
and an eta for the fifth, which would allow for the restoration of the name Xr°mh[w].
Personal examination has shown, however, that this is impossible. The first letter needs to be
restored with a horizontal bar at top, and a xi or a tau would seem to be the two most
probable letters. A tau is suggested by the fact that Koehler was able to read an upsilon with
a horizontal bar. Hiler’s chi is, however, most improbable, but his reading of a rho for the
second letter does seem correct. I assume that Koehler read eta because slight surface
damage in the space below the curl of the rho on the right-hand side of the letter gave it the
appearance of an eta. The appearance of the fifth letter is similarly altered by surface
damage, giving the impression that it has a left-hand vertical bar and a central horizontal
bar; in fact only the left-hand vertical bar is visible.

25 Cf. IG ii2 1173, 1214, 1256 and 1284. For an illustration see Reinmuth, op.cit. p1.I.
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Thus Hiller’s Xr°mh[w] has to be rejected, and I would suggest that in its place we read
Tremp[Ònou]. The name Tr°mpvn (PA 13880) occurs only once, in a monument to
those fallen at Drabeskos in Thrace and elsewhere during the year 465/4. Unfortunately, the
tribal headings of the casualty list are not preserved so we do not know if Trempon was an
Aiantid, let alone a Rhamnousian. I can think of no other Attic name, however, which
would fit the requirements outlined above (for discussion see Prosopographia below).
The ÉEpain°sai Clause (Lines4-5)
A restoration of appropriate length can be made by simply inserting the full name, with
patronymic and demotic (as is standard in tribal decrees for the honorand, though not for the
orator), of the gymnasiarch as restored in the text above. The fact that the restored
patronymic TrempÒnou fits the line length so well can perhaps be used as circumstantial
confirmation that the restoration is correct. A genitive of Hiller’s Xr°mhw occurs as a
patronymic in an inscription from Larissa recording a decree of Peparethos26 concerning
judges from Larissa in the form Xr°mhtow. This would give a line length of only 43 letters,
at least one too short.
The Stefan«sai Clause (Lines 5-6)
The word order of the restoration of Koehler is retained. In the decrees of the tribal
assemblies the formula is normally given in this precise order (e.g. IG ii2 1145, 1155, 1159
and 1163), as it is in all manner of Athenian decrees. The practice of awarding a crown of
olive seems to start about the middle of the fourth centuly.27
The List of Lampadephoroi (Lines 13-22)
We are now left with a list on the left-hand side of the inscription of ten names, each
without patronymic or demotic, and with a clear vacat underneath. I suggest that these ten
names alone are the list of the victorious lampadephoroi, which has certain implications. It
has been noted above that, for the fourth century at least, we only have clear evidence that
the torch-race in the Hephaistia was a relay-race. If the torch-race dealt with in this
inscription were a torch-race in which all the ephebes of the year-class took part, then we

26 SEG 26 (1976-1977) no.677, 13; LGPN i p.486 lists this one occurrence.
27 Henry, Honours and Privileges in Athenian Decrees pp.38-40 with p.58 n. 108.
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would expect a list of about forty to fifty names by comparison with the ephebic catalogues
after 335. Therefore, it would seem that this inscription deals with a victory in the
Hephaistia, and that the size of the ephebic team of lampadephoroi for each tribe would be
ten: a nice round number.
I should mention at this point IG ii2 3004, an inscription of the second half of the first
century AD which gives a list of fourteen names with varying degrees of precision of “those
having won the torch-race” (ofl neikÆsantew tØn lampãda). The inscription is now
lost and the text is based on a sketch of Fourmont, so it is always possible that errors in
copying have crept in. However, I see no reason to suspect that in this case the inscription
has been not copied accurately. The first name is given with patronymic and demotic, but
the last ten are given without either. The only demotics listed are one Athmoneus and two
Sounieus, and thus the inscription has been considered both tribal (of Attalis) and ephebic
(thus Kirchner ad loc.: “Hi ephebi sunt Attalidis”). Assuming the three demotics are not of
the same tribe by pure coincidence, the list does indeed seem to be tribal, but it need not
necessarily be ephebic. Therefore the victory need not have been won in an ephebic torchrace. Neither need the torch-race have been a relay-race, for it seems that the winner of a
non relay-race won the event not just as an individual but also on behalf of his tribe, so it
would be legitimate to list all participants of the tribe as winners. For example, an
inscription of 346/5 records that the tribe Akamantis won the torch-race in the Panathenaia,
in which, as we have seen, the evidence of Aristophanes suggests that all ephebes took part.
If the victors did win in a relay-race, then this may have been some race other than the
Hephaistia, and finally it is also possible that practices concerning relay-races had changed
since the fourth century. Thus I do not believe that this inscription casts doubt on my
conclusion that the tribal relay-team in the Hephaistia before the reforms of 335 numbered
ten.
The Second ÉAnagrãcai Clause (Lines 10-11)
The last clause of the inscription can hardly be anything other than an injunction to
inscribe the names of the victorious lampadephoroi also on the stele, and the restoration of
énagrãcai would seem to be the most straightforward way of conveying the meaning “to
write up”. Those not satisfied with my restoration of line 10 should note, however, that
énagrãcai d¢ tå t«n lampadhfÒrvn ÙnÒmata is also a possibility, which would allow
more space in line 10.
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The ÉAnagrãcai Clause (Lines 8-9)
The following clause occurs in the later clauses of many of the tribal inscriptions,
frequently in the rather fuller formula énagrãcai d¢ tÒde tÚ cÆfisma §n stÆlhi
liy¤nei (e.g. IG ii2 1148 and 1152), but the shorter formula, as used here, also occurs (e.g.
IG ii2 1140).
So far the restorations suggested above have either been inevitable within the logic of the
argument advanced or purely formulaic, and I believe that the clauses dealt with above can
be regarded as reasonably secure. When we turn to the clauses not dealt with so far, which
constitute the main body of the text, the task of restoration becomes more difficult, and all
suggestions made henceforward are to be regarded as exempli gratia.
The ÉEpeidÆ Clause (Lines 3-4)
This clause clearly contained some reference to the victory won by the gymnasiarch which
had occasioned the decree. As it is clear from the list of the ten lampadephoroi that the
victory was run in a relay-race, I would propose that the victory was won by the
lampadephoroi in the Hephaistia, and would restore the clause accordingly by some
combination of the verb nikãv with ÑHfa¤stia, to give the sense “since he has won a
victory in the Hephaistia *** the lampadephoroi”. Somehow the dative to›w
lampadhfÒroiw has to be accommodated within any such sentence. It might be argued that
a preposition such as sÊn could be inserted before it, but there seems no clear evidence
whether sÊn is used with the dative in an instrumental sense this early in Attic
inscriptions.28 Nor does it seem likely that we are to understand to›w lampadhfÒroiw
without a preposition in an instrumental sense, which would be rather unusual, as we are not
dealing with inanimate objects. Therefore it seems preferable to understand the dative as one
of advantage: that Epistratos won the Hephaistia “for the lampadephoroi”.
Comparison with clauses concerning victories won in various contests contained in the
tribal assembly decrees offer us two alternatives in restoring the rest of this clause. In a
single decree of a tribal assembly, IG ii2 1147, the text of which is given at the top of this
second part of the paper, we do get a statement of victory with an §peidÆ clause following
an e‰pen clause: see above at lines 2-6.

28 Cf. K. Meisterhans, Grammatik der Attischen Inschriften (Berlin: 1900) p.219 n.1747.
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Here we have an aorist following §peidÆ, in a context directly comparable to that of our
inscription. Therefore, one could restore §n¤khsen plus the accusative ÑHfa¤stia,
which would give a line length of 45 letters; cf. the use of the aorist participle nikÆsaw in
honorific inscriptions of a later date.29 However, a restoration along these lines seems less
appropriate, perhaps, than the imperfect.
The second possibility is imperfect (§n¤ka) + accusative (ÑHfa¤stia). In support of
this alternative it should be noted that this combination of imperfect and accusative is
regularly used in inscriptions of the fourth century recording that the tribe or the gymnasiarch
“won” a certain event (IG ii2 3017-3022). However, in tribal assembly decrees, this
combination always occurs in a ˜ti clause; thus in both ii2 1138 and 1139 we have the
clause ˜ti eÔ ka‹ proyÊmvw §xorÆghsen to›w pais‹ ka‹ §n¤ka DionÊsia.
Noting that the name of the festival is given without the definite article, we could therefore
restore §peidØ §n¤ka ÑHfa¤stia to›w lampadhfÒroiw, giving a line length of 42 letters, but
it would be necessary to supplement the restoration with at least two further letters, and the
definite article tã before ÑHfa¤stia would be sufficient.
Therefore, I offer a text using the imperfect with Hephaistia in the accusative and the
definite article. For my purposes the precise restoration of this line is not of crucial
importance, so long as the gist of its meaning suggested above is accepted as probable.
The ÜOti Clause (Lines 6-7)
ÜOti clauses of this nature are not found in the surviving tribal inscriptions, but they are
common in honorary decrees of the Athenian assembly.30 Koehler's restoration of these lines
(see above) is obviously too long, and the best method of reducing this to a suitable line
length would seem to be replacing toÁw lampadhfÒrouw ka‹ with a second adjective
describing Epistratos plus some form of conjunction. Expressions of the honorand’s virtues
in state inscriptions are usually non-adjectivally expressed with a ßneka phrase,31 whereas
we have the formula ˜ti §st¤n énØr + adjective(s). The noun éndragay¤a is
common in state inscriptions and so a restoration of égayÒw would seem sensible,

29 IG ii2 2992, 2995, 2997-2999 and 3006 3007.
30 Henry, Honours and Privileges in Athenian Decrees pp.3ff.
31 Henry, ibid. pp.42-44.
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although the noun filotim¤a is also common so perhaps filÒtimow would also be possible.
ée¤ has also been inserted for reasons of space.
Two tribal decrees give similar phrases, which are given below as they lend some support
for the restoration of both égayÒw and per¤.
IG ii2 1143:
˜[t]i d¤kaiow én[Ør §g°ne]to per‹ [tå] koinå tØw f[ul∞w t∞w K]ekro[p¤dow]
IG ii2 1155:
[§peidØ... énØr égayÚw geg°nhtai per]‹ toÊw s[trateusam°nouw]
The ÜEneka Clause (Lines 7-8)
The next clause must, presumably, be restored with the word foit«ntaw of line 8 as its
object. Working on the assumption that this clause will contain details of why Epistratos has
been judged “a good man” concerning the Aiantid tribe, in connection with his
gymnasiarchy, I have restored a ßneka clause. In tribal inscriptions the ßneka clause
generally comes immediately after the §pain°sai and before the ˜ti clauses (e.g. IG ii2
1138 and 1139; cf. 1142),32 but the restoration here is comparable with the wording
(admittedly significantly restored) of IG ii2 1149, 2-8:
............................stefa[n«sai...5..]vna Kalli[.....10.....]vv tÚw §pi[melhtåw d¢ é]neip•n §n t[«i ÑIppoyvnt¤]vi, ˜ti dika[iosÊnhw ka‹ é]ndragay¤a[w ßneka t∞w efiw] tØn fulÆn
There is little to guide us regarding the precise restoration of the wording in line 7 in the
tribal inscriptions as many are concerned with religious matters, using words such as
dikaiosÊnh (e.g. IG ii2 1140, 1142, 1145, 1148 and 1150) which would not be
appropriate in this context. Two decrees honouring choregoi (IG ii2 1138 and 1139), which
might be expected to use wording similar to that of our inscription honouring a gymnasiarch,
however use éndragay¤a, which would not have been used as too repetitious, following
§st¤n énØr égayÒw above. I have therefore turned to the following examples of

32 Henry ibid. p.42 with p.80 n.133.
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ßneka clauses from state decrees concerning the award of honours to individuals for service
to the Athenian demos,33 all from the last decade of the fourth century, and all following
§pain°sai and stefan«sai clauses.
IG ii2 539, 8-9:
fi[lotim¤aw ßneka ka‹ eÈno¤aw t∞w efiw tÚ]n d∞mon [tÚn ÉAyhna¤vn
IG ii2 542, 5-6:
éret[∞w ßneken ka‹ eÈno¤aw t∞w prÚw tÚn d∞]mon tÚn [ÉA]yhn[a¤vn]
IG ii2 553, 11-12:
filotim¤aw ßneka ka‹ eÈno[¤aw t∞w efiw t]Ún d∞mon tÚn ÉAyhna¤vn
IG ii2 554, 25-27:
e[È]no¤aw ßneka ka‹ filotim¤a[w] t∞w efiw tÚn d∞mon
The selection of what word-formula to use is also determined by the reading of the last
partially-preserved letter of line 7. Koehler restored a kappa, however an epsilon is more
likely, as is suggested both by Koehler’s own majuscule text and by examination of the
stone. The photograph clearly shows that the left-hand vertical bar of the letter has quite a
curved appearance, presumably due to the conscious widening of the chisel-groove at the
top and bottom of the stroke. This feature is also present in the corresponding member of
epsilon wherever else it occurs in the inscription. Furthermore, this vertical bar is joined by
a distinctly horizontal bar. Where kappa occurs (only in the list of names) the vertical bar is
generally quite straight and frequently rather short in overall length. Moreover, the two
diagonal arms meet the vertical at a rather oblique angle, without the point which would be
necessary to give the impression of a horizontal bar. Therefore I restore epsilon. Thus there
is little alternative to restoring eÈno¤aw as the first word of the ßneka clause and, because of
line length, selecting éret∞w as the second word of the couplet.
The remaining clauses of the inscription do not correspond to the standard formulae
normally used in decrees of the Athenian demos, which are now well-studied and
understood. Consequently the remainder of the text is much more difficult to restore with
confidence.
The ÜOtan Clause (Line 8)
The word foit«ntaw at the end of the ßneka clause, which I have translated as “those
regularly attending”, must I think refer to the ephebes training on a regular basis in the

33 Cf. Henry, ibid. pp.42-44.
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gymnasia. Plato, Laws 804d (between 360 and 347),34 uses the term when describing
regulations for the instruction of the neoi, especially as regards military training in the
gymnasia and the military training establishments. In these, he tells us, should reside
didaskaloi, recruited from abroad, to instruct toÁw foit«ntaw in all subjects regarding war
and in music. He then goes on to tell us that these neoi should be compelled by law to
attend. Consequently, the following ˜tan clause must concern training in the gymnasia.
Isokrates 15 Antidosis 183 (of 354/3) informs us that the paidotribai instruct toÁw
foit«ntaw in the movements or poses (tå sxÆmata) of the combat arts. This passage,
however, is clearly not specifically ephebic, but is concerned with general physical and
mental education. Nevertheless, it is significant that the word is used in connection with
activities carried out in the gymnasia. Therefore, I suggest that toËw foit«ntaw is being used
in this inscription as a periphrasis for “the ephebes” in a similar way in which Xenophon
(Poroi 4.52) terms the ephebes in their first year of service as o· te går
taxy°ntew gumnãzesyai. It is perhaps significant that all these examples come from the
350s.
It follows that the ˜tan clause should be restored to refer to a larger group than the
ephebes training in the gymnasia. As énagrãcai d¢ of the following clause seems
reasonably secure, the length of the restoration is constrained, and any restoration using the
subjunctive gumnãzvntai (required by the preceding ˜tan) and meeting the constraints of
the line length would be acceptable. Thus éleifÒmenoi, not an uncommon word for those in
athletic training,35 is excluded on grounds of length. The alternative is to consider words
used with the general meaning of “adolescents” or “young men”, the most suitable of
which36 would be (ofl) nean¤skoi, unfortunately giving a rather long line-length of 46, but
which can perhaps be defended because the line contains a high number of occurrences of
iota: six to be precise.
Again, this argument tries to show only that the restoration suggested along the general
lines is possible, not certain, and the need to explore all avenues in order to make a case.

34 A.E. Taylor, Plato the Man and his Work4 (London: 1937) pp.464-465.
35 Attested in Egypt in 257 (P. Cair. Zen. i no.59060), also used in Hellenistic Athens (CIG 256, IG ii2

1227, 6-7) and elsewhere (IG iv 790; OGIS 339, 72; 764, 5).
36 A.A. Bryant, HSCP 18 (1907) p.75.
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The Clause Regarding Payment (Lines 9-10)
The following two lines present us with the most difficult problem of interpretation and
restoration yet: namely that the dative to›w ful°taiw is preceded by -xonti which,
given the context of the inscription, can hardly be restored as anything other than the dative
participle gumnasiarxØnti. (“to him serving as gymnasiarch”). This has to be
reconciled somehow with the following dative, perhaps by understanding that the
gymnasiarch is acting “on behalf of the tribesmen”, but I can think of no easy explanation
for this coincidence of datives.
The purpose of this clause however, as opposed to its form, seems to be reasonably clear
from the use of the dative: namely that provision is being made for how much is to be paid
for the work, and to whom the money is to be given to carry it out. This would seem to be
“him acting as gymnasiarch”, but, one might ask, why does the inscription not use the more
simple form t«i gumnasiãrxvi or specifically mention Epistratos by name? The
answer clearly seems to be that it has two distinct people in mind.
It seems that the tribal assembly met infrequently. One of these assembly meetings would
have to take place annually in order to appoint the tribal liturgants for the coming year. It is
possible that this tribal assembly first considered whether those persons assigned to carry out
tribal duties, such as the cyclical liturgies, had performed their duties adequately. In the case
of the gymnasiarchy, as strictly speaking the liturgy was not a public office and so, for
example, there was no public money for which to be accounted, it is difficult to see to what
degree the gymnasiarchs could be brought to task. Nevertheless, it is highly probable that
this was the occasion taken to give praise to the liturgant for carrying out his duties
magnificently and munificently or otherwise. Perhaps some form of scrutiny analogous to
the euthyna of the state magistracies took place. Thus our inscription will record a resolution
carried out at the beginning of the tribal assembly. We have already cited Isaios 7.36 (dating
to the late 350s or early 340s), where Apollodoros states that he “has acted as gymnasiarch
in the Prometheia this year in a public-spirited way (philotimos), as all my tribesmen know”,
and he then calls witnesses to prove this statement. Although it is obvious that he has only
just served as gymnasiarch that very year, so there is no question of him having been already
congratulated on his philotimia, I think it does indicate that the tribesmen did scrutinize the
performance of the liturgies, if only informally.
The proposal and election of liturgants for the coming year, discussed in the introductory
section of this paper, may only have been carried out later in the proceedings of the
assembly. Therefore, when a resolution was carried to commemorate the victory won by
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Epistratos in the Hephaistia, Epistratos will have already finished his duties as gymnasiarch,
but the gymnasiarchs for next year will not yet have been elected. Therefore, one might ask,
who would the tribal assembly appoint to inscribe its decree on stone? We sometimes hear
of tribal officials called §pimelhta¤ carrying out work of this type (e.g. IG ii2 1138), but in
our inscription it seems to have been proposed that the gymnasiarch who is about to be
elected in place of Epistratos (that is for the Hephaistia) shall be ordered to ensure that the
work will be carried out. Clauses regarding payment for inscriptions occur in a number of
the tribal decrees (e.g. IG ii2 1148, 1152; cf. 1158), but nowhere in a formula which allows
for convenient restoration of our inscription. Therefore I have used parallel formulae which
occur in an honorary decree of the koina of the orgeones of Amynos, Asklepios and Dexion
(IG ii2 1252, 12-14 and 17-19); although not tribal, the contents and style are very close to
those of our inscription. Payment is to be made as follows:
12-14: doËnai d¢ ka‹ efiw yus¤an ka‹ énãyhma aÈto›w ˜ti ín dÒjei to›w
Ùrge«sin
17-19: doËnai d¢ ka‹ efiw tåw stÆlaw aÈto›w ˜ti ín dÒjei to›w Ùrge«sin
In both cases the dative aÈto›w indicates the recipient of the payment, and the dative
to›w Ùrge«sin (grammatically linked to ˜ti ín dÒjei) indicates the persons who
decide how much to make available. In our inscription, however, the word-order would
seem to make it impossible for to›w ful°taiw to be connected with ˜ti ín dÒjei. In
my opinion the only way one could connect it is to assume that the mason carved one dative
and then mistakenly started to carve the second, and, once started, decided to continue and
follow with ˜ti ín dÒjei. This seems a somewhat desperate expedient, and so I have
decided to retain the hypothesis that to›w ful°taiw can be understood as meaning that the
gymnasiarch is acting for (i.e.“on behalf of”) his fellow-tribesmen.
Nevertheless, the formula doËnai + dative + ˜ti ín dÒjei has been retained in the
restoration. Because the last partially preserved letter of line 9 begins with a vertical bar,
probably from an epsilon, it has been necessary to place the words efiw d¢ t∞w stÆlhw
first. It could be argued that this monument must be a statue base, not a stele, but this does
not necessarily rule out the use of stÆlh in Greek, which was never used in a restricted
technical sense as it is by modem epigraphists. Other restorations fitting the constraints of
space and position would be equally possible; for example, a specific sum in drachmas could
replace the formula ˜ti ín dÒjei, but this would contribute nothing towards our
understanding of this inscription.
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In conclusion, our inscription seems to be a decree of a tribal assembly honouring a
gymnasiarch for his victory in a torch-race. If the arguments advanced above are correct,
then during the period prior to 335 only the Hephaistia was a relay-race, and thus the victory
must have been won in the Hephaestia. The ten ephebes recorded at the bottom of the
inscription comprised the winning relay team. The normal size of a relay team should
therefore have been ten. Some examination of tribal liturgants is implied by this inscription,
and a sequence of business in the tribal assembly can perhaps be inferred. I would guess that
a full tribal assembly was held near the change of the civil year. Firstly the liturgants of the
previous year were subject to some form of scrutiny and the liturgants for the following year
would only have been appointed when this portion of the business had been concluded. If
my restoration of the payment formula is correct, then it is possible that detailed financial
arrangements were only dealt with later on in the assembly's business. It should be noted,
however, that other honorific decrees passed by tribal assemblies specify amounts to be
spent on crowns or on inscriptions.37
NICHOLAS SEKUNDA
Lexicon of Greek Personal Names,
Bodleian Library, Oxford
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PROSOGRAPHIA
It is customary to include a prosopographic discussion when dealing with Athenian
catalogues of names, such as those included in this inscription. In this case, however,
identifications are unlikely to be certain as the names of the ephebes are given without either
patronymic or demotic. As well as the particular difficulties involved in this inscription, it is,
I think, becoming more generally accepted that the sample of evidence which has survived,
even in the case of Classical Athens, is so small as to make much prosopographical work
speculative rather than certain. The following material, gathered during the course of
investigating this inscription, has been included in the hope it may be considered of some
value.
The tribe Aiantis consisted of six demes: Aphidna, Marathon, Oinoe, Phaleron,
Rhamnous and Trikorynthos, however the tribe Hippothontis also had a deme called Oinoe,
which can complicate interpretation. I give demes their tribal affiliations of the mid-fourth
century, even if an inscription discussed is Hellenistic or Imperial, as this is the affiliation
relevant to IG ii2 1250.
ÉAr¤stullow: PA 2130. The Lexicon contains 15 entries under this name, 10 without
demotic or tribal affiliation, but none certainly Aiantid. Although this name cannot be
connected with any other I would like to make the following speculation.
A stele from the Peiraios, published without date, commemorates one Nikostratos son of
Aristyllos (PA Addenda et Corrigenda 11010a, IG ii2 12305). The name Nikostratos is not
rare; Kirchner lists some 55 occurrences, but if the names Aristyllos and Nikostratos are
alternating within a family of the tribe Aiantis, then the Aiantid demes where the name
Nikostratos occurs may possibly be used as some indication of the demotic of our Aristyllos.
Although persons named Nikostratos occur in the demes Aphidna (PA 11023, IG ii2 4468)
and Phaleron (PA 11054, IG ii2 1028, 129) in inscriptions of the first century BC the name is
mostly concentrated in Rhamnous. The most distinguished of these Rhamnousian
Nikostratoi was NikÒstratow ÑRamno(Êsiow), syntrierarch on the Anthera
Archeneidou between 356 and 346/5 (PA 11050, IG ii2 1622, 692, J.K. Davies, Athenian
Propertied Families – hereafter APF – p.4l2). The name recurs in the deme Rhamnous in
Imperial times, in an ephebic catalogue of AD 157/8 (IG ii2 2068, 74) and a first or second
century AD inscription (IG ii2 7363). One might also mention a marble fragment, undated in
publication, inscribed ÉArist --|ÑRam[noÊsiow] (IG ii2 7332), which could be restored
as Aristyllos, but also in a multitude of other ways: Kirchner records the names
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ÉAr¤starxow, ÉAristog°nhw, ÉAristÒdhmow, ÉAristÒkritow, ÉAristonÒh, ÉAristÒnouw and
ÉAr¤stvn as attested at Rhamnous. Therefore I think it is possible, but no more, that
Aristyllos belonged to a family based in Rhamnous.
DhmÆtriow: PA 3356. One of the most common Athenian names, increasingly so in the
Hellenistic and Roman periods: Kirchner lists 130 occurrences. The Lexicon lists 14 from
the deme Marathon, none earlier than the second century BC; likewise the 9 from Rhamnous
all postdate 180 BC, and the earliest of the 7 from Trikorynthos dates to 223 BC. The name
does not seem to be represented in the deme Oinoe. Thus our Demetrios is likely to have
belonged to a family from either Phaleron or Aphidna.
It is not possible to identify our Demetrios with the famous Demetrios of Phaleron (PA
3455) as the latter had his “birth-year... not later than the mid 350s, and probably not much
earlier, since he was still alive in the 280s” (Davies, APF p.108), which makes him too
young. However, there could be a family connection with any one of three other personages
from Phaleron: (i) D[?hmÆ]triow FalhreÊw is mentioned in a bouleutic list of c.330 (Agora
xv 46, 44): an ephebe of 18 in the 350s or 340s would be old enough to serve as bouleutes in
330; (ii) Svkl∞w Dhmhtr¤ou is mentioned in a second bouleutic list of 303/2 (Agora xv 62,
292). The son of either an ephebe in the 350s or 340s, or of a bouleutes of c.330, or even of
both if they were one, would certainly have been old enough to serve as bouleutes in the
year 303/2; (iii) Kirchner (PA 3451, IG ii2 2386, 12) also lists one DhmÆtrinow ÜAgvnow F[...
in a catalogue of the mid-fourth century. The demotic could be restored to refer to Phaleron,
but also as any one of the six other demes beginning with phi – I list them together with the
numbers of Demetrioi noted for each by Kirchner: Phegous (0), Phegaia (1), Philaidai (0),
Phrearrhioi (1), Phyle (4), or Phlya (0). Given that the Lexicon also lists 12 further bearers of
the name Demetrios from Phaleron in the ensuing centuries, the balance of probability
would seem to be that Demetrios son of Hagnon was also from Phaleron. Thus our
Demetrios could be connected with any of the three from Phaleron mentioned above, but
there is no positive evidence that he was.
The name Demetrios is also attested in the deme Aphidna for this period. DhmÆtriow
EÈktÆmonow ÉAfidna›ow figures as an orator in a decree concerning Oropos dating to
332/1 (PA 3392, IG vii 4253, 9). DhmÆtriow ÉAf<i>dna›o also appears as a bouleutes
in 328/7 (Agora xv 49, 24). Both Aphidnaians might be the same individual and identical
with the Demetrios of our catalogue. ÉArist°aw Dhmhtr¤ou ÉAfidna›ow is also
mentioned in an inscription dating to the first century AD (IG ii2 5724, 2). Finally the
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Lexicon also lists a handful of other Demetrioi of the tribe Aiantis without demotics. Such a
surfeit of possibilities makes it foolhardy to propose any firm identification.
?ÉEp¤s[tratow]: Aside from ÉEp¤s[tratow], other possible restorations of the
name of the gymnasiarch could be ÉEpis[tãthw], ÉEpis[t°nhw] or ÉEpis[tÆmvn].
Only one occurrence of the name Epistates is listed by Kirchner (PA 4946, IG ii2 2398, 15);
no further occurrences are noted by the Lexicon. The name appears in a fourth-century
catalogue of tribesmen of Erechtheis, and so would not be suitable for restoration as the
name of the gymnasiarch in our inscription. A single occurrence of Epistenes is listed by the
Lexicon, from the deme Oa (IG ii2 7826, 2, PA 4945 [defective]), of the tribe Pandionis,
which would therefore be likewise unsuitable for the name of the gymnasiarch. The name
Epistemon is listed by the Lexicon three times: (i) without patronymic or demotic on a state
funerary monument of the second half of the fifth century BC (IG i3 1185, 18, Agora
xvii. 19, 18), (ii) on a fourth century inscription (SEG xxv 255, 9), with the demotic
ÑAlaieÊw of the tribe Kekropis or Aigeis, and (iii) possibly to be restored as a patronymic, of
the deme Pallene of the tribe Antiochis, in place of EÈ]stÆm[onow, in an inscription of
the second or third century BC (SEG xxi 905, 2). Thus none of the three occurrences of the
name has any reference to the tribe Aiantis, and two certainly belong to different tribes.
Kirchner does not list the name Epistratos from this inscription. Otherwise five occurrences
of Epistratos are listed, though none are certainly of the tribe Aiantis. The Lexicon supplies
one further occurrence of [ÉE]p¤stratow son of [D]hmÒstratow of the deme Kikynna
(tribe Akamantis).
Therefore, though Epistates and Epistenes do not seem suitable for consideration in the
restoration, Epistemon seems equally as possible as Epistratos, and has the advantage of
being of a letter-length often in the accusative (ÉEpistÆmona) equal to ÉEp¤straton
restored in line 4. Epistratos, however, has been chosen for the restoration principally on
grounds of frequency as it occurs twice as frequently as Epistemon, and also because it
seemed as well to retain Kirchner's restoration as to replace it.
ÉEuyÊmaxow: PA 5628. The Lexicon lists 34 bearers of this name, 9 of unknown affiliation,
and no other Aiantid.
Kall¤adhw: PA 7781. The Lexicon lists 64 holders of the name. Only two others are
Aiantid, both from the deme Aphidna: (i) J.S. Trail, Hesperia 47 (1978) p.283 no.10, 3
(end of third century), and (ii) IG ii2 2332, 145, PA 7787 (183/2 BC). Thus it is possible
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that the three Aiantid holders of the name may be from different generations of the same
family registered at Aphidna, though the name is so common that further speculation is
hardly worthwhile.
Kthsikl∞w: PA 8864. The Lexicon lists 36 examples of the name Ktesikles, 6 of
unknown affiliation. The other known Aiantids are all of the deme Phaleron. Kthsikl∞w
Khfisof«ntow Falhr°uw is found in a list of diaitetai (IG ii2 1927, 108 9, PA 8873;
see E. Ruschenbusch, ZPE 49 [1982] p.277), undated but belonging to the second half of
the fourth century. Although the name Ktesikles is quite common, it is possible that he may
be identified with the Ktesikles of ii2 1250. Assuming this to be the case, then our
inscription would be 42 years earlier than the list of diaitetai. It is, therefore, most
unfortunate that the list of diaitetai, now lost, has not been successfully dated yet, even
approximately.
[....g]Òraw Kthsikl°ou Falhr°uw, possibly the son of our Ktesikles, appears in a
bouleutic list for 304/3 (Agora xv 59, 3 & 61, 246). Assuming [....g]Òraw must have
been at least 30 to serve as bouleutes and that his father was at least 30 when he established
his household, married, and started his family, a date of 346/5 is suggested as a terminus
ante quem for Ktesikles’ eighteenth year and therefore for our inscription. This speculation,
again, assumes that our Ktesikles did indeed belong to the same family from Phaleron. A
second Kthsikl∞w Khfisof«ntow Falhr°uw is mentioned as being secretary of the
boule in 220/19 (Agora xv 130, 52). He would seem to be a further generation of the same
family.
Mnhsikle¤dhw : PA 10301. The Lexicon lists a total of twelve holders of the name, but no
other Aiantid, though six are of unknown affiliation. It is interesting to note that LGPN i
p.318 lists no less than ten occurrences of the name at Delos.
Jenokle¤dhw: PA 11198. The Lexicon lists fifteen holders of the name, only one of whom
is Aiantid, though six are of unknown tribe. The Aiantid is one Jenokle¤dhw ÉAfidna›ow,
whose name and demotic occur on an undated Athenian ostrakon: see Rudi Thomsen, The
Origin of Ostracism (Copenhagen: 1972) p.80 with n.179.
Jenope¤yhw: PA 11258. The Lexicon lists only 10 bearers of this rather unusual name.
There is a fourth century BC stele from Athens (PA Addenda et Corrigenda 11258a, IG ii2
11293), which depicts a married couple, and is inscribed ÉEpipe¤yhw Jenope¤yo[u].|
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ÉArista¤xmh Lusimãx[ou]| ÉAfigna¤[ou]. The demotic given is obviously an error
for Aphidna, and there could quite possibly be a family connection between this Epipeithes
son of Xenopeithes and the Xenopeithes of our inscription, especially given the rarity of the
name. The most obvious speculation would be to have Epipeithes as the father of our
Xenopeithes.
No other Aiantid is listed by the Lexicon, but a further speculation may be added to the
discussion. The name Xenopeithes was used heavily by one family of the tribe Antiochis,
based in the deme Kolonai, and by a second family, of the tribe Pandionis, based in Paiania.
This second family interchanged Xenopeithes with Nausimachos. On this second name
Davies (APF pp.416-418) comments that it “is surprisingly rare, and there could therefore be
a connection with Nausimachos of Phaleron, one of the few trierarchs who survived
Aigospotamoi”. Kirchner lists only two Nausimachoi of the family from Paiania, and
Nausimachos of Phaleron. If the two families were in fact connected and interchanged
names, possibly that the family of Nausimachos of Phaleron also used the name
Xenopeithes, but no evidence can be supplied to support this.
Jenof«n: PA 11303. Kirchner lists some 22 occurrences of this name. The only one which
could possibly be connected to this inscription is 11315, of the deme Oinoe, and therefore
belonging either to the tribe Aiantis or Hippothontis, who is mentioned in a funerary
inscription of the third century BC as the father of one Mur... (IG ii2 6979). One presumes
that the daughter would be unmarried, and so under twenty, and so this would seem to rule
out her father as the rhetor of a tribal decree in the middle of the fourth century. There could
be some more distant connection however, and it is possible that the Xenophon of our
inscription is related and also of the deme Oinoe of the tribe Aiantis.
PËyiw: PA 12367. This name is extremely rare in Athens, although LGPN i p.392 lists ten
occurrences. Otherwise we only know of a Sosias son of Pythis (PA Addenda et Corrigenda
12366a, PA 13177), mentioned by a scholiast on Aristophanes’ Wasps 78 (dÊo
d¢ efis‹ Svs¤ai, ı m¢n PÊyidow, ı d¢ Parm°nvnow). The Lexicon also lists an
occurrence of the name on a vase of c.510 BC (J.D. Beazley, Attic Black-Figure VasePainters [Oxford: 1956] p.673). There is no way of knowing whether the three holders of
this very rare name are connected in any way.
PÊyvn: Not listed in PA. The Lexicon lists 28 bearers of the name, of whom just one
other is possibly an Aiantid, PÊyvn DhmokÆdow Ofina›ow, mentioned on a funerary
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stele of the first half of the fourth century (PA 12476, IG ii2 6982, 1). It is possible that he
could be the grandfather of our Python, but the name is not uncommon, and he could even
have belonged to the Hippothontid deme of that name. There may even be some connection
with the name Puy¤vn, belonging to a Rhamnousian, which occurs in a funerary inscription
of the first century BC (M.J. Osborne, Ancient Society 19 [1988] p.19 no.73).
It is perhaps also worth noting that the name Pe¤yvn is also represented in the deme
Oinoe. A funerary inscription (IG ii2 6971) records the burial of one Dionysios of Oinoe
(PA 4224), together with his father Peithon (PA 11766) and uncle (ye›ow) Pheidippos (PA
14161). The two names are quite separate, however, and should not be confused.
Tr°mpvn: Given the constraints of the surviving letters it seems that Trempon must be
restored in our inscription. Otherwise the name Trempon is only listed once; as a casualty in
a state funerary monument to those fallen at Drabeskos in Thrace and elsewhere in the year
465/4 (PA 13880, IG i1 432 i, 15 = i2 928 1, A15 = Agora xvii 1, 15 = IG i3 1144, 15).
Apart from one fragmentary heading, the tribal headings of the casualty lists in this
monument are not preserved, so it is impossible to know whether this Trempon is of the
tribe Aiantis, let alone of the deme Rhamnous. Given the extreme rarity of the name,
however, some family relationship between the two bearers of this name is surely at least
possible.
Xr°mhw: Of the four names listed in PA, 15569 may be deleted (cf. Davies, APF p.517),
15566 is of the deme Ionidai of the tribe Aigeis (cf. IG ii2 205 + SEG xiv 51, 4; Agora xv
36, 7), the updated literature for 15567, of the tribe Kekropis and perhaps of the deme
Melite, is IG ii2 1156 ii, 11 = Reinmuth, Ephebic Inscriptions no.2, 11. Finally 15568, the
archon eponymous for 326/5, is of the deme Aixone and the tribe Kekropis. The Lexicon
also lists four further bearers of the name: Xr°mhw son of ?[Me]gÊlow of IG i3 783,3 (=
A.E. Raubitschek, Dedications from the Athenian Akropolis [Cambridge, Mass.: 1949]
no.227, 3), another Xr°mhw of the deme Eroiadai of the tribe Hippothontis (Agora xv 72,
263), and two others from vases, one whose citizenship is doubtful.
It will be seen, therefore, that none of the holders of this name whose tribal affiliation is
known belongs to the tribe Aiantis. This would not of itself rule out a possible restoration,
but the surviving traces of lettering do not permit any such action.

TAFEL IV

IG ii2 1250 (= EM 7840): Decree concerning the lampadephoroi of the tribe Aiantis

